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Dark Devil Auto

Dark Devil Auto 

This plant looks like an Indica, with a short internodal distance, numerous small branches in the main stem, compact buds and a big main cola. 

??????????: ??? ???????????? ????? 
Price 
????????????? ????????? ?????: 

Base price with tax 24,90 €

Price with discount 22,64 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 24,90 €

Sales price without tax 22,64 €

Discount 

Tax amount 2,26 €

??????? ??? ?? ????? 

??????? ??????Sweet Seeds 

Description 

100% Autoflowering strain. This is the result of the hybridization between one of our most appreciated autoflowering genetics SWS28 (Big Devil
XL Auto®) and an exotic autoflowering strain with purple flowers, developed with the collaboration of the R + D department of the seedbank
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Buddha Seeds – feminized seeds.

The purple characteristic of this strain is inherited from its ancestors from the Chitral region in the Pakistani Hindu Kush, very close to
Afghanistan.

The purple genetics contribute for a faster flowering period, bringing new sweet aromas and purple colours to our Big Devil XL Auto®. SWS38
(Dark Devil Auto) shows a strong hybrid vigour since germination.

Plants grow with the appearance of Indica-Sativa hybrids with a strong main stem and numerous side branches, finishing with a big main cola
and multiple smaller buds on the side branches. Resin production is abundant in the flowers and in their surrounding leaves.

Sweet and fruity aroma with hints of incense and delightful citrus tones.

After harvested and dried the buds gain a very dark purple tone, almost black.

Type
100% Autoflowering

Indoor
8 weeks from germination

Outdoor

Yield
400-600 gr/m2

Height
80-130 cm

THC

CBD

CBN
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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